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A set of flexible basis functions that generalizes the classical Laguerre and
Kautz bases is shown to possess attractive properties when used in linear
least-squares identification.
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Abstract-A
least-squares identification method is studied
that estimates a finite number of expansion coefficients in
the series expansion of a transfer function, where the
expansion is in terms of recently introduced generalized basis
functions. The basis functions are orthogonal in 8$, and
generalize the pulse, Laguerre and Kautz bases. One of their
important properties is that, when chosen properly, they can
substantially increase the speed of convergence of the series
expansion. This leads to accurate approximate models with
only a few coefficients to be estimated. Explicit bounds are
derived for the bias and variance errors that occur in
parameter estimates as well as in the resulting transfer
function estimates.
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transpose of a matrix;
set of real-valued matrices with
dimension p X m;
set of complex numbers;
set of nonnegative integers;
space of squared summable sequences on the time interval 27,;
r1
of matrix sequences {Z$ E
Pxm
that
such
k RI.2 ,...,
z,“=” tr (F%&) is finite;

E
8
ei

4
W)
:=

FIR models;

linear regression:

set of real p X m matrix functions
that are square-integrable
on the
unit circle;
f2
norm of a vector; induced e2
norm or spectral norm of a
constant matrix, i.e. its maximum
singular value;
k’, norm of a vector; induced f,
norm of a matrix operator;
L norm of a vector; induced e,
norm of a matrix operator;
3r$ norm of a stable transfer
function.
lim,,
(l/N) XE, E;
Kronecker matrix product;
ith Euclidean basis vector in R”;
IZX II identity matrix;
Kronecker
delta function,
i.e.
s(t) = 1, t = 0; c?(t) = 0, t # 0.
‘is defined by’.

The scalar transfer function G(z) has an
nb-dimensional
state-space
realization
(A, B, C, D), with A E lRnhxn*,and B, C and D of
appropriate
dimensions,
if G(z) = C(zZ A)-‘B + D. A realization is minimal if it has
minimal dimension. The controllability Gramian
P and observability Gramian Q are defined as
the solutions
to the Lyapunov
equations
APAT + BBT = P
and
A’QA + CTC = Q
respectively,
and the realization
is called
(internally) balanced if P = Q = C, with C =
CT~2. . . 2 CJ,,~. A system
diag (a,, . . . , a,,),
G E & is called inner if it is stable and it satisfies
G(z -‘)G(z) = 1.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The use of orthogonal basis functions for the
Hilbert space % of stable systems has a long
history in modelling
and identification
of
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dynamical systems. The main part of this work
dates back to the classical work of Lee (1933)
and Wiener (1949), as also summarized in Lee
(1960).
In the past few decades, orthogonal basis
functions (e.g. the Laguerre functions) have
been employed for the purpose of system
identification
by, for example,
King and
Paraskevopoulos
(1979), Nurges and Yaaksoo
(1981) and Nurges (1987). In these works the
input and output signals of a dynamical system
are transformed
to a (Laguerre)
transform
domain, being induced by the orthogonal basis
for the signal space. Consecutively, more or less
standard identification techniques are applied to
the signals in this transform domain. The main
motivation for this approach has been directed
towards data reduction, since the representation
of the measurement
data in the transform
domain becomes much more efficient once an
appropriate basis is chosen.
Wahlberg (1990, 1991, 1994a) applied orthogonal functions for the identification of a finite
sequence of expansion coefficients. Given the
fact that every stable system has a unique series
expansion in terms of a prechosen basis, a model
representation in terms of a finite-length series
expansion can serve as an approximate model,
where the coefficients of the series expansion can
be estimated from input-output data.
Consider a stable system G(z) E %& written as
G(z) =

c

GkFk,

k=O

(1)

the sequence
of Markov
{Gdk=o.1,2,...
parameters. Let {~(Z)}k=O,l,Z,...be an orthonorma1 basis for the set of systems &. Then there
exists a unique series expansion

with

G(z) = k;.

Lkfk(Z),

(2)

with {&}k=O,l,Z.... the (real-valued)
expansion
coefficients. The orthonormality
of the basis is
reflected by the property that

Note that fk(z) = z pk is one of the possibilities
for choosing such a basis. If a model of the
system G is represented by a finite-length series
expansion
n-l

e’(z) = kzozkhk)

(4)

then it is easily understandable that the accuracy
of the model, in terms of the minimal possible
deviation between system and model (in any

prechosen norm), will be essentially dependent
on the choice of basis functions fk(z). Note that
the choice fk(z) = zek corresponds to the use of
so-called FIR (finite impulse response) models
(Ljung, 1987).
Since the accuracy of the models is limited by
the basis functions, the development
of appropriate basis functions is a topic that has
attracted considerable interest. The issue here is
that it is profitable to design basis functions that
reflect the dominant dynamics of the process to
be modelled.
Laguerre functions are determined by

fk(z)=dF-2z

(l-aZ)k[al<l.

(z - u)k+’ ’

(5)

(see e.g. Gottlieb, 1938; Szego, 1975), and they
involve a scalar design variable a that has to be
chosen in a range that matches the dominating
(first-order)
dynamics of the process to be
modelled. Considerations for optimal choices of
a are discussed, for example, by Clowes (1965)
and Fu and Dumont (1993). For moderately
damped systems, Kautz functions have been
employed;
these are actually second-order
generalizations of the Laguerre functions (see
Kautz 1954; Wahlberg, 1990, 1994a, b).
Recently a generalized set of orthonormal
basis functions has been developed
that is
generated by inner (all-pass) transfer functions
of any prechosen order (Heuberger and Bosgra,
1990; Heuberger, 1991; Heuberger et al., 1993,
1995). This type of basis functions generalizes
the Laguerre
and Kautz-type
bases, which
cases
when
choosing
appear
as special
first-order and second-order
inner functions.
Given any inner transfer function (with any set
of eigenvalues), an orthonormal basis for the
space of stable systems & (and similarly for the
signal space Q can be constructed.
Using generalized basis functions that contain
dynamics can have important advantages in
identification and approximation
problems. It
has been shown by Heuberger et al. (1993, 1995)
that if the dynamics of the basis generating
system and the dynamics of the system to be
modelled approach each other, the convergence
rate of a series expansion of the system becomes
very fast. Needless to say, the identification of
expansion coefficients in a series expansion
benefits very much from a fast convergence
rate-the
number of coefficients to be determined to accurately model the system becomes
smaller. This concerns a reduction of both bias
and variance contributions
in the estimated
models.
In this paper, we shall focus on the properties

Identification

with orthonormal

of the identification
scheme that estimates
expansion coefficients in such series expansions,
by using simple (least-squares) linear regression
algorithms. To this end, we shall consider the
following problem set-up, compatible with the
standard framework for identification as presented in Ljung (1987).
Consider a linear, time-invariant, discrete-time
data generating system
(6)

y(r) = Go(q)u(r) + Wq)e&),

where G,(z) = E&gjp)~-~
is a scalar stable
transfer function (i.e. bounded for lz\ 2 l), y(t)
and u(t) are scalar-valued output and input
signals, q -’ is the delay operator, Ho is a stable
rational and manic transfer function, and e. is a
unit-variance, zero-mean white noise process.
We shall also denote v(t) = H,(q)e,(r).
A linear model structure will be employed,
determined by
n-l

Y^trj@=

c

(7)

Lkte).fktqbtf)~

k=O

with 8 varying over an appropriate parameter
space 0 c PP.
Given data {u(t), y(r)} ,=,,...,,,, taken from
experiments on this system, the corresponding
one-step-ahead prediction error is given by
n-l
(8)

The least-squares
mined by

parameter

estimate

is deter-

G,(n) = arg % $ $ +t, e)‘,

(9)

c

and the corresponding
tion by

f 1

estimated

transfer

func-

n-l

G(z,

&,I)=

c

~k@N)fktZ)~

k=O

This identification method has some favourable
properties.
Firstly, it is a linear regression
scheme, which leads to a simple analytic
solution; secondly, it is of the ourpur-errormethod type, which has the advantage that the
input-output
system G,(z) can be estimated
consistently whenever the unknown noise disturbance u(r) is uncorrelated with the input signal
(Ljung, 1987).
However, it is well known that for moderately
damped systems, and/or in situations of high
sampling rates, it may take a large value of n,
the number of coefficients to be estimated, in
order to capture the essential dynamics of the
system G into its model. If we are able to
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improve the basis functions in such a way that an
of the model to be
accurate
description
estimated can be achieved by a small number of
coefficients in a series expansion then this is
beneficial from both aspects of bias and variance
of the model estimate.
In this paper we shall analyse bias and
variance errors for the asymptotic parameter and
transfer function estimates, for the general class
of orthogonal basis functions recently introduced
in Heuberger
and Bosgra (1990), Heuberger
(1991) and Heuberger et al. (1993, 1995). The
results presented generalize corresponding results provided by Wahlberg (1991, 1994a) for the
Laguerre and Kautz bases.
In Section 2 we first present the general class
of orthogonal basis functions, and we formulate
the least-squares identification in Section 3. Then
in Sections 4 and 5 we introduce and analyse the
Hambo
transform
of signals and systems,
induced by the generalized orthogonal basis.
This transform plays an important role in the
statistical analysis of the asymptotic parameter
estimates. This asymptotic analysis is completed
in Section 6. A simulation example in Section 7
illustrates the identification method, and the
paper is concluded in Section 8 with some
summarizing remarks.
2. GENERALIZED ORTHONORMAL
FUNCTIONS

BASIS

We shall consider the generalized orthogonal
basis functions that were introduced by Heuberger et al. (1995), based on the preliminary work
of Heuberger and Bosgra (1990) and Heuberger
(1991). The main result of concern is reflected in
the following theorem.
Theorem
2.1. Let Gh(z) be a scalar inner
function with McMillan degree n,, > 0, having a
minimal
balanced
realization
(A, B, C, D).
Denote

vk(z) := z(zl - A)-‘BGk,(z).

(11)

Then the sequence of scalar rational functions
{eTVk(z)};=l,.._.nh;k=O
,...,r forms an orthonormal
basis for the Hilbert space YI$.
Note that these basis functions exhibit the
property
that they can incorporate
system
dynamics in a very general way. One can
construct an inner function G,, from any given
set of poles, and thus the resulting basis can
incorporate dynamics of any complexity, combining, for example, both fast and slow dynamics
in damped and resonant modes. A direct result is
that for any specifically chosen vk(z), any strictly
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proper transfer function G(z) E % has a unique
series expansion
G(z) = z-’ c

&v,(z),

These & basis functions can also be constructed
directly from Gh and its balanced realization
(A, B, C, 0) (see Heuberger et al., 1995).

(12)

k=O

3. [DENTIFICATION OF EXPANSION
COEFFICIENTS

with L k E @““[O, 00).
For specific choices of Gb(z), well-known
classical basis functions can be generated.
(a) With Gb(z) = z-‘, having minimal balanced
realization (0, 1, LO), the standard pulse
basis Vk(z) = zmk results.
(b) Choosing
a first order
inner function
G&z) = (1 - az)/(z - a), with some realvalued a, Ial < 1, and balanced realization

In this section we shall consider and denote
the least-squares identification method in more
detail.
L
The prediction
error
that results from
applying the appropriate model structure conforming to (12) can be written as

with the unknown parameter
8:=[Lo

the Laguerre basis results:
Vk(Z) = VF-ZZ

(1 - az)k
(z - a)k+’ ’

(14)

G(z) = z2+b(c-l)z-c

-bc

...

B=L&-J
y,], D = -c,

and
with
y, = -bX@?j
d(l - c”)(l -b*), (see also Heuberger
1993, 1995).

Xk(f)

:=

I=0

E lQ”b”.

(21)

Vk(q)u(t

-

I),

(22)

r x0(4 1

(24)
Following Ljung (1987) under weak conditions, the parameter estimate e,(n) given by (9)
will converge
with probability
1 to the
asymptotic estimate

(17)

w-u
y2

=

et al.,

e*(n) = R(n))‘F(n),

(19)

it follows that {e~+k(~)}i=l,__.,
n,;k=O,.,,,1c is an
orthonormal basis for the signal space &[O, m).

(25)

with
R(n) = =&(NT(t),

0)

= -&(t)y(t).

(26)

For the analysis of bias and variance errors of
this identification scheme, we shall further use
the notation
G,(z)

=

c

z-’

Li”‘v,(z),

k=O

80 =

[L(y) . . LLO!(IT,

e, = [L,(O) LiOj, . . .]T,
k(t) = K(t)

6k@)Z-‘,

L,_J

(15)

The generalized orthonormal basis for %$ also
induces a similar basis for the signal space
&[O, m) of squared summable sequences, through inverse z-transformation
to the signal
domain. Denoting
2

8 written as

1’ (16)

,

=

(20)

(23)
’

qFF)

vk(z)

l),

1)z + 1

with some real-valued b and c satisfying
/cl, lb1< 1. A balanced realization of Gb(z)
can be found to be given by

c = [Yz

-

We shall assume that the input signal {I>
is
quasi-stationary
(Ljung, 1987) with spectral
density a,,(w) having a stable spectral factor
H,(e’“), i.e. aL,(o) = H,(e’“)H,,(e-‘“).
We shall further denote

(c) Similarly, the Kautz functions (Kautz, 1954;
Wahlberg, 1990, 1994a) originate from the
choice of a second-order inner function

-cz*+ b(c -

LkVk(q)“(t

k=O

(A,B,C,D)=(a,m,e,-a),
(13)

c

‘$6 0) = y@)-

Q,(e’“) :=
e-‘“[V~(eiw)

x;f+&)

. .lT,

VT(e’“)

C&(e’“) := e-‘“[Vz(eiw)

. .

Vz+,(e’ti)

Vz_,(ei”)jr,
. . .lT,

Identification
leading to the following alternative
of the data-generating system:

with orthonormal

description

In terms of the sequence
of expansion
coefficients, this can also be written as
9(k)

(27)
(28)
In the analysis of the asymptotic parameter
estimate O*(n) the block-Toeplitz
structured
matrix R(n) will play an important role. Note
that this matrix has a block-Toeplitz structure
with
the
(j, e) block-element
given
by
EXj(t)xT(t). For the analysis of the properties of
this block-Toeplitz
matrix, we shall employ a
signal and system transformation that is induced
by the generalized basis. This transformation is
presented and discussed in the next two sections.
Remark

3.1. In this paper we consider the
identification of strictly proper systems by strictly
proper models. All results will also hold true for
the case of proper systems and corresponding
proper models, by simply adapting the notation
in this section.

= e(q)%(k)

g(k) : = i: 4df)~~(f),
r=o
and we denote the corresponding
z(k) by
i(A):=

2 LT(k)A-!
k=O

(29)
A transform of

(30)

We shall refer to R(A) as the Hambo transform
of the signal x(t). Note that x E e;l and
X(A) E ,;+,.
Now consider a scalar system y(t) = G(q)u(t),
with G E &, and with u and y signals in & Then
there
exists a Hambo-transformed
system
G(A) E X?Xnb such that
y(A) = G@@(A).

(31)

(32)

Proposition

4.1. Consider a scalar system G E
%$ relating input and output signals according to
y(r) = G(q)u(t),
with U, y E lZe,,where G(z) =
an orthonormal
basis
X=0 gkz -k. Consider
{V&)}k=O,...,x as defined in Section 2, generated
by a scalar inner transfer function Gh(z) with
balanced realization (A, B, C, D). Denote the
rational function

N(A) := A + B(A - II-‘C.

(33)

Then
P(h) = G(A)fi(A)

(34)

with

2 g,N(h)k.
k=O

OF SIGNALS AND

The presented generalized orthonormal basis
for XJfZ induces a transformation of signals and
systems to a transform domain. Besides the
intrinsic importance
of signal and systems
analysis in this transform domain (for some of
these results see Heuberger,
1991) we can
fruitfully
use these transformations
in the
analysis of statistical properties of the identified
models, as well as in the derivation of bias and
variance error bounds.
Let {Vk(~)}k=O,...,~ be an orthonormal basis, as
defined in Section 2, and let {&(f)}k_,,.,r be as
defined in (19). Then, for any signal x(t) E e?,
there exists a unique transformation

for all k,

where the shift operator q operates on the
sequence index k. The construction
of this
transformed system is given in the following
proposition.

C?(A) :=
4. THE HAMBO TRANSFORM
SYSTEMS

1825
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Proof.

(35)

See the Appendix.

The interpretation of this proposition is that
the Hambo transform of any system G can be
obtained by a simple variable transformation
2 -’ = N(A) on the original transfer function.
Note that this result generalizes the situation
of a corresponding
Laguerre transformation,
where it concerns the variable transformation
z = (A + a)/(1 + ah) (see also Wahlberg, 1991).
However, because in our case the McMillan
degree of the inner function that generates the
basis is n,, 2 1, the Hambo-transformed
system z‘
increases in input-output
dimension to G E
.%?Txnh.Note that, since G is scalar, N(A) is an
nb x n/l rational transfer function matrix of
McMillan degree 1 (since D is scalar). Note also
the appealing symmetric structure of this result.
Whereas
Gh has a balanced
realization
(A, B, C, D), the variable-transformation
function N(A) has a realization (D, C, B, A), which
can also be shown to be balanced.
Proposition 4.1 considers scalar e, signals and
scalar systems. Later in this paper we shall also
have to deal with specific situations
of
multivariable
signals, for which there exist
straightforward extensions of this result.
Proposition

function

4.2. Consider
a scalar transfer
G E %$ relating m-dimensional input

P. M. J. Van den Hof et al.
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and output signals U, y E e?, according tot
r(t) = [G(zK&(t).

(36)

Then

The following lemma relates quadratic
properties of the transformed signals.
Lemma

Y(h) = G(A)zZ(h),

(37)

with G(A) as defined in (35).
Proof For m = 1 the result
is shown in
Proposition 4.1. If we write the relation between
y and u componentwise, i.e. yi(t) = G(z)uj(t), it
follows from Proposition
4.1 that Pi(A) = G
(A)&(A), where jjj, Ej E %‘?“‘(A). It follows
directly that

y(A) = w,(A)

...

= &A)@,(A)

0

One of the results that we shall need in the
analysis of least-squares related block Toeplitz
in the following
matrices
is formulated
proposition.
Proposition 4.3. Consider a scalar inner transfer
function Gh(z) generating an orthogonal basis as
discussed before. Then
(?$,(A) = A-'Z,,.

(38)

ProojI It can be simply verified that for all
k, G,(q)&(t) = &+,(t). With Proposition 4.2, it

follows that $k+,(A) = G,(A)+,(A).
each k, c$~(A) = E& Z,,s(t - k)A-‘,
that for all k,

Since for
it follows

z,,A-k-1 = G;h(~)zn,~pk.

(39)

Since this holds for all k, it proves the result.

0

The basis-generating inner function transforms
to a simple shift in the Hambo domain. Next we
shall consider a result that reflects some
properties of the back-transformation
of Hambotransformed systems to the original domain, i.e.
the inverse Hambo transform.

Xi, x1 E ey and consider a
Hambo transform induced by an orthonormal
basis vk(z) generated by an inner function G&)
with McMillan degree nb 2 1. Then
=$ xi(t)xf(t) = -f %‘;(k)$(k)

I=0

function Gh generating an orthogonal basis as
discussed before, and let G, induce a corresponding Hambo transform. Let H E E% be a
scalar transfer function with Hambo transform
Z?. Then

Proof

= K,(z)H(z-I).

k=O

ZT(e-iw)Z,(ei”‘) dw.

(41)

This lemma is a direct consequence of
the fact that, because the basis is orthonormal, it
induces a transformation that is an isomorphism.
0
The transformation
that is discussed in this
section refers to & signals, and the corresponding transformation of systems actually concerns
the transformation of the 8. behaviour or graph
of a dynamical system. However, this same
orthogonal basis for +$ can also be employed to
induce a transformation
of (quasi-)stationary
stochastic processes to the transform domain, as
briefly considered in the next section.
5. HAMBO

(40)

See the Appendix.

t Since G(z) is scalar, we allow the notation G(z)I,,,
which more formally should be written as G(z) @I,,.

TRANSFORMATION
PROCESSES

OF STOCHASTIC

Let u be a scalar-valued stochastic process or
quasi-stationary signal (Ljung, 1987), having a
rational spectral density a,,(o). let H,(e’“) be a
stable spectral factor of Q”(o), and let h,(k) be
its & impulse response, satisfying H,(z) =
Ekr=oh,(k)Ck. Then
h,(t) = H”(q)S(t),
and consequently,

with Proposition

(42)
4.1,

& = I?“&
The Hambo transform of the spectral
a”(w) will be defined as

Proposition 4.4. Consider a scalar inner transfer

Z?(G,(z))V,(z)

4.1. Let

Proof

Ym(A>l
. . . kn (All

= G(A)E(A).

signal

g”(w) := ii;f(e-iw)RU(eiw).

(43)
density

(44)

with P,,,, a stable scalar
Let w(t) = P,,(q)u(t),
transfer function. Then
R, = &,R,,

(45)

with h,, h, E f’, the impulse responses of stable
spectral factors of aw(w), a,(w), respectively.
Similarly to Lemma 4.1 we can now formulate
some properties of stochastic processes.
Lemma

5.1. Let

w and z .be m-dimensional

Identification

with orthonormal

stationary stochastic processes, satisfying w(t) =
EL=,, h,(k)e(t - k) and z(t) = X=, h,(k)e(t k), with {e(t)} a scalar-valued unit-variance white
noise process. Then
E[~(t)z~(t)]

= & 1-L hT,(e-‘“)R,(e”“) dw.

(46)

Lemma 5.2. Let w, z and u be m-dimensional
stationary stochastic processes, satisfying

w(t) = P,,(q)Z,u(t),

(47)

z(t) = PZ”(4N?&),

(48)

where P,,,,, Pzu E & and u(t) = EZZOh,(k)e(t k), with {e(t)} a scalar-valued unit-variance white
noise process. Then
Ew(t)zT(t)
= k 1: ~;f<e-io)P~,(e-iw)~,,,~(ei~)&(ei~)
k

dw.

The previous lemmas can be simply shown to
hold also in the case of quasi-stationary signals.
To this end, we have already used the operator
i? := lim,,, (l/N) XL;’ E,
where
E
stands
for expectation.

1827
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write
h,,(t) = H&M’K&MO
= H&)&(0,
with h,,,(t) the impulse response of the transfer
function q-‘V,(q).
Applying Propositon
4.1 now shows that
RX,,= ii_& = fiu. The latter equality follows
from h,,, = I,,, since the impulse response of
q-‘&(q)
exactly matches the first nb basis
functions in the Hambo domain. Consequently,

Ex,(t)xT(t)= $

I1

eiw”-‘)~~(e-iw)~~;r,,ieiw)

dw

k

=-

1

K

eiwu-‘)&,u(0) dw

2K I -_k

0

which proves the result.
Remark

6.1. In Wahlberg (1991), treating the
(first-order) Laguerre case, the corresponding
Toeplitz matrix is the covariance matrix related
to the spectral density

%(S).
This implies
transformation

that

in

this

(50)

case

a

variable

eiw + a

,iu +, ~

(51)

1 + aei”
6. ASYMPTOTIC
ANALYSIS
OF BIAS
VARIANCE
ERRORS

AND

is involved, or equivalently

6.1. Analysis of the least squares problem
As mentioned
in Section 3, the main
properties of the asymptotic parameter estimate
hinge on the characteristics of the matrix R(n),
as defined by (26) and (23). We shall first analyse
this matrix in terms of its structural properties
and its eigenvalues. The Hambo transform is
very efficiently employed in the following result.

e -iw

Pro05 The (j, e) block-element
of the matrix
R(n)
is given by Ex,(t)xT(t). Since xi(t) =
G’,(q)Z,,x,(t), it follows with Lemma 5.2 that

1 + aei”

(52)

eim + a

Using the balanced realization of a first-order
inner function, (13), this implies that, in the
setting of this paper, the variable transformation
involved is given by e-‘” + N(e’“), while N has a
minimal balanced realization
(-a,IFF7,+F7,a).

Theorem 6.1. The matrix R(n) defined in (26) is

a block-Toeplitz
matrix, being the covariance
matrix related to the spectral density function
%(w).

,

This leads directly to the variable transformation
(52).
The following proposition bounds the eigenvalues of the block-Toeplitz matrix R(n).
Proposition 6.1. Let the block-Toeplitz
matrix
R(n) defined in (26) have eigenvalues Aj(R(n)).

Then
EXj(t)XT(t)

= ~

I

~

hz,(epi”)

X Ica,e-i’“)lj[~b(ei”)]~~~,,(ei”)

With Proposition

do.

eigenvalues

ess iff al,(w) 5 Aj(R(n)) 5 ess

4.3, it follows that

Ex,(t)xT(t) = & 1: eiwO’-‘)~~“(e-iw)~x,(ei~)dw.
k
(49)
Since x0(t) = q-‘V,(q)u(t),
we can write h,,(t) =
S ince H, is scalar, we can

q-%(q)Hu(q)W).

(a) for all n, the
bounded by

(b)

lim,,,

Proof.

maxi

Aj(R(n)) = ess

of R(n)

are

SUP a),,(w);
w

SUP, @,,,(w).

See the Appendix.

In the rest of this paper we shall assume that
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the input spectrum is bounded
i.e. ess inf, CPU(o)2 c > 0.

away from zero,

6.2. Asymptotic bias error
The previous results on R(n) can be employed
in the derivation of upper bounds for the
asymptotic
bias errors
both in estimated
parameters and in the resulting transfer function
estimate. Combining (25)-(27), it follows that
f!?*- 0, = a(~)-‘E[1Cr(t)lfi~(t)e,].
Consequently,
Ilo* - f301125 IIwvIl2

II-m(t)mlII2

norm of the matrix Vo(eiwl) E Cnhx’, i.e. the
maximum absolute value over the elements
in Vo(ei”l);

@I the

& norm of the model error is bounded

by
II G(z, e*) - Go(z) II ~2
Nle,-

(54)

where, for a (matrix) operator T, IIT iI2 refers to
the induced operator 2-norm. For simplicity of
notation, we have left out the dependence of 8”
(and 0,) on II.
We can now formulate the following upper
bound on the bias error.
Proposition 6.2. Consider the identification
up discussed in Section 3. Then

set-

lle,liZ,

1 + ess svw R(w)
ess inf, au(o)

(53)
llR?ll2,

e*li:+

Proof

1iiai2.

(56)
(57)

See the Appendix.

Note that this latter bound on the bias in the
transfer
function
estimate
as well as the
previously derived bound are dependent on the
basis functions chosen. The factor IIe,J, is
determined by the convergence rate of the series
expansion of Go in the generalized basis. The
closer the dynamics of the system Go is to the
dynamics of the inner transfer function Gb, the
faster is the convergence rate. An upper bound
for this convergence
rate is derived in the
following proposition, based on the results of
Heuberger et al. (1995).
Proposition

6.4. Let Go(z) have poles pi, i =
and
let Gb(z,) have poles p,, j =
1, . . . t n,,
1, . . ’ >nb. Denote

Proof: See the Appendix.

A:=maxfi pi--pi
i

In this result, as in the rest of this paper, we
have employed an upper bound for I]R(n)-’ ]I2as
provided by Proposition 6.1. In many situations
the input signal and its statistical properties will
be known, and /R(n)-‘)I,
can be calculated
In that
case
we can
replace
exactly.
(ess inf, QU(w))-’ in (55) by IIR(n)-’ II2.
For the bias in the transfer function estimate,
the result corresponding to Proposition 7.13 is as
follows.
Proposition 6.3. Consider the identification
up as discussed in Section 3. Then

(4

set-

for all w1 E [-7r, K],
]G(eiWI,f3*) - Go(ei”l)l
5 ll~(eiu~)llr
5 ll &(e’“l)

x

-\/nn

[

wo

- e*ii,

+ wehi

IIr

esssup, k(w)
b ess inf, Q(,( w )

iieeii2+ iie,l,l,

where IIVo(eiwl)[ICC
is the [,-induced

operator

j=[

I

l-/_hfpj

I

(58)

’

Then there exists a constant c E R such that, for
all 7)>h,
(59)

Proof A sketch of the proof is given in the
Appendix. For a detailed proof, see Heuberger
(1991) and Heuberger and Van den Hof (1995).

Note that when the two sets of poles converge
to each other, h will tend to 0, the upper bound
on IIe,,ll, will decrease drastically, and the bias
error will be reduced accordingly. The above
result clearly shows the important contribution
that an appropriately
chosen set of basis
functions can have in achieving a reduction of
the bias in estimated transfer functions.
The results (55) and (57) show that we achieve
consistency
of the parameter
and transfer
function estimates as n -+ ~0 provided that the
input spectrum is bounded away from 0 and
1)8&+0
for n += m. The latter condition is
guaranteed if Go E &.

Identification

with orthonormal

For
the
FIR
case,
corresponding
to
we know that under specific
Gb(Z) = z-‘,
experimental
conditions the finite number of
expansion coefficients can also be estimated
consistently,
irrespective
of the tail. This
situation
can also be formulated
for the
generalized case.
Corollary

6.1. Consider

the identification setup
as discussed in Section 3. If Z?,, is an inner
transfer function then it follows that 8” = &, and
the transfer function error bounds become
(a) IG(e’“l, 0*) - G,(e’“l)l 5 IIVd@‘l) IIx II0, II1
for each w,;

Proof The proof follows similar lines to that of
El
Theorem 6.1.

From the asymptotic
covariance
of the
parameter estimate, we can derive an expression
for the transfer function estimate:

5

cov (G(eiwl),

-+ & sl~(eiwl)QnQn(e-iw~)
h

[G(e’“l, 6,) - G(e’“l, e*),

Under the given condition, it can be
simply verified that 6,,(w) = &,. This implies that
the block-Toeplitz matrix R(n) = I, and that for
all n 2 1, RI,(n) = 0. Employing this relation in
the proofs of Propositions 6.2 and 6.3 gives the
q
results.
a special case of the situation of an
obtained if the input signal u is
(white noise). Then HZ,= 1, and
Z?((= Z,,, being inner.

6.3. Asymptotic variance
For an analysis of the asymptotic variance of the
estimated transfer function, we can generalize
the results obtained for the case of Laguerre
functions by Wahlberg (1991). From classical
analysis of prediction error identification methods (Ljung, 1987) we know that, under fairly
weak conditions,
- e*)-+J(O,

Q,J

as N+

(62)

as N += ~0, where cov (e, *) is the cross-covariance
matrix in the joint asymptotic distribution of

Proof:

V%(~,,,(,)

G(eiuz))

h

(b) IIC(Z,e*) - Go(Z)iisv7~
ii~ei/z~

Note that
inner A,, is
uncorrelated
consequently

1829

basis functions

~0, (60)

where J+(O, Q,,) denotes a Gaussian distribution
with zero mean and covariance matrix Q,. For
output error identification schemes, as applied in
this paper, the asymptotic covariance matrix
satisfies

G(eiw2, 4,) - G(eiw2, 0*)].
In (62) the term rzhn is the number of scalar
parameters that is estimated.
We now have the ingredients for formulating
an expression for the asymptotic covariance
(n-co, N+x)
of the estimated
transfer
functions.
Theorem 6.2. Assume the spectral density Q,(w)
to be bounded away from zero and sufficiently
smooth. The for N, IZ+ M, n*/N+O,
&COY

(G(e'"

1,

aN),G(ei”% 8~))

h

r

for Gh(e’“l) + Gh(eiw2),

I

for W, = w2.

0

Proof.

See the Appendix.

Theorem 6.2 gives a closed-form expression
for the asymptotic covariance. Note that it
implies that the variance of the transfer function
Ql = [~rCl(t>rCIT(t>l-‘[~rL(t)~(t)l[~~(t)IlrT(f)l-’,
estimate for a specific wl is given by

(61)

where $(t) = %jho(i)~(t
+ i) and h,,(i) is the
impulse response of the corresponding transfer
function Ho.
We know that, according to Theorem 6.1, the
block-Toeplitz matrix R(n) = &(t)GT(t)
is related to the spectral density function St,(w). For
the block-Toeplitz matrix P(n) = E$(t)v(t),
we
can formulate a similar result.
Lemma 6.1. The block-Toeplitz matrix P(n) = ,!?
$(t)$T(t)
is the covariance matrix related to

the spectral density function $;ll(w)*,,(w).

(63)
which is the noise to input signal ratio weighted
with an additional weighting factor that is
determined by the basis functions. This additional weighting, which is not present in the case
of FIR estimation,
again generalizes
the
weighting that is also present in the case of
Laguerre basis functions (see Wahlberg, 1991).
Since the frequency
function V,(e’“) has a
low-pass character, it ensures that the variance

1830
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will have a roll-off at high frequencies. This is
unlike the case of FIR estimation, where the
absolute
variance
generally
increases
with
increasing frequency.
The role of V, in this variance expression
clearly shows that there is a design variable
involved that can be chosen also from a point of
view of variance reduction. In that case V, has to
be chosen in such a way that it reduces the effect
of the noise (Q”(w)) in those frequency regions
where the noise is dominating.
The result of the theorem also shows that for
nh = 1 the transfer function estimates will be
asymptotically uncorrelated. In that case it can
simply be shown that Gh(ei”l) # Gb(eiw2) implies
w, # w2 for w,, w2 E [0, ~1. In the case nh > 1
this latter situation is not guaranteed.
7. SIMULATION

EXAMPLE

In order to illustrate the identification method
considered in this paper, we shall give results for
an example where an identification is performed
on the basis of simulation data. The simulated
system is determined by
-5

b&'+...+b5z
G(z)

=

(64)

1+a,z-‘+...+a5z-5’

with b, = 0.2530, b2 = -0.9724,
b3 = 1.4283,
b4 = -0.9493,
b5 = 0.2410; a, = -4.15,
a2 =
6.8831, a3 = -5.6871, a4 = 2.3333 and a5 = 0.3787. The system has poles at 0.95 f 0.2i,
0.85 f 0.09i and 0.55. The static gain of the
system is 1.
An ouptut noise is added to the simulated
output, coloured by a second-order noise filter
1 - 1,3sz-’ + 0.4z m2
H,(z ) = I - 1.9z-’ + 0.912-*’
As input signal a zero-mean

unit-variance

(65)
white

noise signal is chosen, while the input to the
noise filter is also a white noise signal with
variance 0.0025, leading to a signal-to-noise ratio
at the output of 11.6 dB, which is equivalent to
around 30% noise disturbance in amplitude on
the noise-free output signal.
Orthogonal basis functions have been chosen
generated
by a fourth-order
inner function
having poles at 0.9 f 0.3i and 0.7 f 0.2i. As the
choice of basis functions can highly influence the
accuracy of the identified model, we have chosen
basis functions with poles that are only slightly in
the direction of the system dynamics. They are
not really accurate representations of the system
poles, thus avoiding the use of knowledge that is
generally not available in an identification
situation.
We have used a data set of input and output
signals with length N = 1200, and have estimated
five coefficients of the series expansion.
The output signal and its noise contribution
are depicted in Fig. 1. The Bode amplitude plot
of Go is sketched in Fig. 2, together with the
amplitude plots of each of the four components
of V,, i.e. the first four basis functions. Note that
all other basis functions will show the same Bode
amplitude
plot, since they differ only in
multiplication by a scalar inner function, which
does not change its amplitude. We have used five
different realizations of 1200 data points to
estimate five different models. Their Bode
amplitude plots are given in Fig. 3 and the
corresponding step responses in Fig. 4.
Figure 5 shows the relevant expressions in the
asymptotic variance expression (63). This refers
to the plots of V;fV, and of the noise spectrum
a”(w) as well as their product. Since au(w) = 1,
this latter product determines the asymptotic
variance of the estimated transfer function.
To illustrate the power of the identification
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Fig. 1. Simulated
noise disturbed
output signal y(t) (solid)
and noise
signal
u(r) (dashed)
on the time
interval
I=1 ,
,200.
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Fig. 2. Bode amplitude
and basis functions
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Fig. 3. Bode amplitude plot of simulated system Go (solid)
and five estimated models with n = 5 and N = 1200, using
five different realizations of the input-output data (dashed).

method, we have made a comparison with the
identification of fifth-order (least-squares) output
error models, dealing with a parametrized
prediction error

E(f, 0) = Y(l) -

b’q-’

+ l?,q-2+.

1+ qq-’

..+

b5qp

+ . . . + asq-5

u(t)*

‘-,o.2

IO”

Note that the OE algorithm requires nonlinear
optimization,
whereas
the identification
of
expansion coefficients is a convex optimization
problem. Providing the output error algorithm
with an initial parameter estimate based on the
poles of the basis functions did not influence the
obtained results essentially.
8. DISCUSSION

In this paper we have analysed
some
asymptotic
properties
of linear estimation
schemes that identify a finite number
of
expansion coefficients in a series expansion of a
linear stable transfer function, employing recently developed generalized orthogonal basis
functions. The basis functions generalize the
well-known pulse, Laguerre and Kautz basis
functions, and are shown to provide flexible
design variables that, when properly chosen,
provide fast convergence of the series expansion.
In an identification context, this implies that only
a few coefficients have to be estimated to obtain
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IO'

Fig. 5. Bode amplitude plot of n;‘V;fV, (dashed), spectrum
Q”(o) (dashed-dotted) and their product (solid).

(66)
Note that Go is also a fifth-order system.
The results of the estimated fifth-order output
error models are sketched in Figs 6 and 7. Here
also, five different realizations of the inputoutput data are used. It can be observed that the
models based on the generalized orthogonal
basis functions have a good ability to identify the
resonant
behaviour
of the system in the
frequency range from 0.15 to 0.5 rad SC’, while
the output error models clearly have poorer
performance here. The variance of both types of
identification methods seem to be comparable.

10"

7

loo

Fig. 4. Step response of simulated system Go (solid) and five
estimated models with n = 5 and N = 1200, using five
different realizations of the input-output data (dashed).
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Fig. 6. Bode amplitude plot of G,, (solid) and five fifth-order
OE models (dashed).
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OE

accurate estimates, while simple linear regression
schemes can be used. Both bias and variance
errors
are
analysed
and
error
bounds
established.
As the accuracy of the chosen basis functions
can substantially
improve
the identification
results in both bias and variance, the introduced
method points to the use of iterative procedures,
where the basis functions are updated iteratively.
Previously estimated models can then be used to
dictate the poles of the basis. Such iterative
methods have already been applied successfully
in practical experiments (see e.g. De Callafon et
al., 1993). The flexibility of the introduced basis
functions
provides
a means to introduce
a priori
knowledge
into
the
uncertain
identification procedure. In contrast with other
a priori
where
identification
techniques,
knowledge definitely has to be certain, this a
priori knowledge
(i.e. the system poles) is
allowed to be approximative. The only consequence is that the accuracy of the identified
models will be higher, the ‘better’ the a priori
knowledge is. Apart from the identification of
nominal models, the basis functions introduced
here have also been applied in the identification
of model error bounds (see De Vries, 1994;
Hakvoort and Van den Hof, 1994).
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that this equals C~=,,h,N’(Gh~z))VO(z). Using
shows that this is equivalent to H(G&))V,,(z).

with the matrix A, E iWk”h’k”h given by
0

0

A

0

0

BC

A

0

0
Ak =

R$geyte

the vector p(n) := [& ~7

BDk-“C

Using this in the expression for 3(/c) shows that

3(k) =

‘c 4k(f)U(t -

1

Zn,]Ax+,i:
@ly)
,=O

[

l)

4k(l’-

r wvl
= [0 0

I,,,]Ak+,

I

‘!‘)

.

1

h(k)_]

= A%(k) + BC%(k - 1) + BDC%(k
+.

This immediately shows that
(A.4)

leading to c(A) = [A + B(A - D)-‘Cl. Putting several time
delay transfer functions in cascade, it follows straightforwardly that G(z) = Z-~ leads to G(A) = N(A)k, which proves
the result.
Cl

Denoting n(e’-) := x$1:, p:vk(elw), it follows that
K
n(e““)@,,(w)n(e?“) do, (A.8)
&)rR(n)&)
=&
I -?I
while the orthonormality of the basis functions implies that
1 IT
- 1 lt)(ei”)lzd~ = &)T&r).
2A ox

(A.9)

Since ess inf, @,,(w)&t)T&r)
5 p(n)‘R(n)p(n)
@,,(w)F(n)Tw(n),
it follows that

5 ess sup,

ess inf a,,(w) 5 ilR(n)llz 5 ess sup@,,(w).
w
w

(A.lO)

The latter equation can be verified by noting that, since. R(n)
is symmetric, there exists Q(n) satisfying R(n) = Q(n)Q(n)T,
leading to
ess inf a),,(w) 5 lIQ(n)ll: 5 ess sup Q,,(w).
0
w
form

T, := p’r(n)R(n)p(n)

can be

, A!$,} v(n)
the norm, i.e.

Atn)

(A.ll)
pT(n)f&)
- 1 ’ ’
which is known to be bounded by esssup, Q,,(w). Since the
Hermitian form T, is related to the Toeplitz form (A.8),
Theorem 5.2.1 of Grenander and Szego (1958) leads directly
to the result that

With Proposition 6.1(a), it follows that IIR(n)-‘llz5
[essinf,@,(o)]-‘.
For constructing a bound on the second
term on the right-hand side of (54) we first establish the
following notation. Denote R,,(n) := E[$(t)$r(t)];
then we
can write
R := E{ [ $+(t)

R(n)

=

[ Rdn)
Lemma A.l. Consider a scalar inner transfer function G,,
generating an orthogonal basis as discussed in Section .2, with
V,, and N as defined by (11) and (33) respectively. Then

+,‘(t)]]

Rdn)
R&n) 1’

which is an infinite block-Toeplitz matrix, of which R(n) is a
finite part. Since
R,,(n)

(A.5)

= [In,,

O]R

0
[

,7x=

1

it follows that

Proof:
N(G,(z))v;,(z)z-’

(A.7)

Proof of Proposition 6.2

+ BDk-‘C%(O).

v,,(z)z = N(G(z))v,(z).

do.

lim max A$“)= ess sup a,,(w),
n-x i
w

- 2)

y(h) = [A + B(h - D)-‘C&(A),

E

64.6)

1 *
- 1 Vk(e’w)V:(e-‘w)@,,(w)
Ck’=2X ~~

As a result, for each k,
9(k)

p,

with

dn)TR(nMn), max

(A.3)

pZ;_,lT,

,&k,h

through unitary transformation preserving
v’(n)v(n) = pT(n)p(n). Consequently,

u(t - 1)

I

. . .

n-l

c
c
k =(I I=,,

T, = VT(n) diag {Al”),

do@- 1)
0

=

(b) The Hermitian
written as

l)

,=,I

=[O

An)TNnMn)

(A.2)

. 0
”
BC
A

0

Proof of Prooosition 6.1
n-l

APPENDIX/PROOFS
Proof of Proposition 4.1
Let us consider the situation for G(z) = z-‘. Here
y(t) = u(t - 1).
Consequently,
3(k):= %j h(t)y(t)
=
XT=,, &(t)u(t
- 1). From Heuberger et al. (1995). we know
that for each k E h,

(35) now

= {A +- B[G,,(z)

= A(zl-

- D]-‘C}(zI

-

A)-‘B

llR&)llz

A)-‘B

+ B[G,,(z)

5 IIRllz.

- D]-‘C(zI

- A)-‘B

As a result.

=A(zI-A)-‘B
+ B[C(zI

5 ll[Lhn OIlI, IlRllz i1[4x-;]1i2

llR&)llz
-A)

-‘B]-‘C(zI

= A(zI - A)-‘B

+B

= zl(z/ - A)-‘B

= v)(z),

- A)-‘B

Proof of Proposition 4.4.
Write H in its Laurent expansion: H(z) = x7=,, h,z-‘. Then
V,,(z)H(z -‘) = CT=,, h,V,,(z)z’. Using Lemma A.l, it follows

5 lim maxA,@(n)),
n-2 ,

which, by Proposition 6.1(b), is equal to ess sup, a,,(w). This
proves the result.
0
Proof of Proposition 6.3

Writing
G(e’“, 6*) - G,,(e’“) = [a’(elw)

@(ei-)][

‘*e

P

601,

(A.12)

1834
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it follows that, for each o,,

Using Proposition

/G(e%,

Hv(e-i”)V~(e’“)Vo(e-‘W)HJeiw).

0*) - G,,(e’“l)l

4.4, this latter expression is equal to
Since H, is scalar, this
0

proves the lemma.

Proof of Theorem 6.2

where 11.II, denotes the induced ti matrix norm and the
f?, norm respectively. It follows from the fact that G,, is inner
that

Using (62) and substituting a,,(e’“) shows that
&n:(e’-~)Q,$,(e-‘-2)
h

lG(elwt, e*) - Go(e’?)l

[VF(e’?)

VT(e%)

X [ Vg(e-‘“2)

VT(e-‘9)

=&

= IIV;f(eiwl)lll (lie* - hii, + iwell,)
= IIh(eiw~)llx~ll~*- wl

+ iiwid.

V~_,(e”?)]Q,
V~_,(e~‘Y)Jr.

Note that this latter expression can be written as

Part (a) of the proposition now follows by substituting the
error bound obtained in Proposition 6.2 and using the
inequality IIe* - e,,ll, 5 G
11
e* - e,,ilz.
Because of the orthonornahty of the basis functions on the
unit circle, it follows that

&

h

V;f(e’Y)[I

G,,(e’“l)l

G,,(e

X [I

“+)I

.

G”,-‘(e%)I]Q,,

G~~‘(e~‘“z)r]‘v,,(e~‘wz).

(A.14)

We now evaluate the expression

llG(z, e*) - Gdz)llsq= II[ ‘*e, “]11,7
which, together with Proposition 6.2, proves the result (b).

X [I

u

Proof of Proposition 6.4

We shall only give a sketch of the proof of this result. For
a full proof see Heuberger (1991) and Heuberger and Van
den Hof (1995). The proof is constructed along the following
line of reasoning.
response of zGo(z) =
x;=,) LkVk(z). Then f:(A) = C&r) LkKk. This follows
straightforwardly by applying the definitions of the
Hambo transformations.
Consequently, the poles of
P,,(A) will determine (a lower bound on) the speed of
convergence of the series expansion of G,,.

G,,(e-‘?)I

G”,~~‘(e~~‘“2)I]T. (A.15)

Since G,, is an inner function, we can consider the variable
transformation
emlw:= G,,(e’“).
Employing this transformation
latter is equivalent to

(A.16)

in the expression (A.15), the

(4 Let x,,(t) be the impulse

(b) E,,(h) = G,,(A)cr&.

em’“11

$1

(cl Let {IL,},=,, ..,n,‘denote the poles of Go. Then the poles of
G(, are given by Ai = {G;‘(~j)}j=,,...,,,,

leading to

lhl =,Q lE;cjl.
The first statement was proved by Van den Hof et al.
(1994) and the latter implication follows directly by
substituting the appropriate expressions.

(4 The poles of &,(A) are the poles of &(A), possibly minus

e’kl

_,

e+(“-‘)~]T.

The convergence

result of Hannan and Wahlberg (1989) and
Ljung and Yuan (1985) now show that, as n+ m, this
expression converges to

This follows from applying the

Hambo transform to the relation x,(r) = Go(z)6(t + l),
with s(r) the unit pulse.

e-‘“,‘“-l’[]Q,[l

0
Q(&)

if W, # W2,
if 0, = I&,

(A.17)

where Q(o) is the spectral density related to the Toeplitz
matrix Q, in the limit as n + cc.
Employing Lemma A.2, together with (61), it follows that,
as n + m, Ihe spectrum related to the Toeplitz matrix Q,, is
given by @Jo)@~(o)-‘.
This is due to the fact that the
symbol (spectrum) of a Toephtz matrix that is the product of
several Toeplitz matrices asymptotically (as n + m) equals
the product of the symbols (spectra) of the separate Toeplitz
matrices (see Grenander and Szegii, 1958). Combining this
with (A.14) now shows that, as n + m,

poles in A = 0. This follows from careful analysis of the
expression in (b).

(e) Since A in (58) is the maximum amplitude of poles of
ET=,, LkAmk, it follows that there exist Q; E R such that
for all n > A, ILk,;l 5 a,~~+‘, with Lk,; the ith element of
Lk. As /\&.I\$= x;=, X:&i L:,i, the result follows by
substitution.

Lemma

A.2. Let u be a scalar-valued stationary stochastic
process with rational spectral density a”(o). Let eeiW=
G,,(e’“). Then
v~(e’“)$Jw)Va(eeiw)

= VX(ei”)@,(o)&j(e~‘w).

(A.13)

Proof: Let H, be a stable spectra! factor of a,, satisfying
@,(w) = H,(e-‘“)H,(e’“).
Then et),(w) = fi;f(eC’“)H,,(e’w),
and it follows that
V~(e’w)&),(cS)~,(e-‘w)
= VX(e’w)A;f(Gh(e’“))A.(c,(e-‘~))Vo(e’o).

=$

V;f(e’“l)Q(w)Vo(e-‘wz)

Z

0
(

if W, #W2,

$ VT(e’“l)~“(wl)~),,(o,)-‘V,,(e~‘“l)

if W, = &.
(A.18)

Employing Lemma A.2 now
expression in (A.18) becomes

shows

that

the

resulting

In using Lemma A.2 it must be realized that there will always
exist a scalar-valued stationary stochastic process z with
cl
rational spectrum Qr such that aZ = &,,4,;‘.

